Big Swells Upset Colonists, but Not Children, on Alaskan Trip

Aboard U.S.A.T. St. Mihel, Alaska

Allowance of latitude to Uncle Sam’s attic is a dandy business to many of the Wisconsin and Michigan pioneers. We’re taking the outer passage to Seward and as this is written we are passing along at 15 knots through swells 12 feet high. A smoother sea, however, is forecast by the captain.

Many are severely seasick, but were cheered Sunday night by a clear, brilliant sunset after a day of cold, rain and fog.

The favorite diet among the ailing is crackers and fruit, although some don’t want that much.

The going was heavy again Monday, with long swells rocking the transport. A big wave doused four boys standing on deck.

“We’re the first pioneers to taste the Pacific,” they laughed.

The sun shone for a few hours early Monday, then there was a fog and more rain.

For those who were able to be on deck there was some excitement during the day. A school of porpoises played about in the sea, greatly amusing the children. Another vessel was finally sighted—a fishing ship that passed through the fog. There was a fire alarm, with women and children donning lifebelts and taking positions at the lifeboat stations.

Dogs Sick, Too

The first contagious disease was definitely diagnosed Monday. Gloria Lee Plan of Shell Lake was hospitalized with a mild case of scarlet fever. Director Harold Carlson believed the child had been segregated before spreading the disease.

Oh, yes, and the dogs howl so loudly that it is hard to sleep at night. They are seaseick, too.

Manager to Be One of Colonists in Fact

By Special Correspondent of the JSN NEW

Palmer, Alaska — The Matanuska valley colonization project has a recruit in the person of Don L. Logan, general manager of the project.

Irwin announced Monday that he would take one of the 640-acre farms

farm work. The only difference from the other colonists will be that he will use the old schoolhouse for a home until the new one is completed.

Land Sighted by Colonists

Alaska Port Plans Big Welcome, Men to Hasten to Land Drawing

By Arville Schaleberg

Aboard U.S.A.T. St. Mihel—(By Radio)—Land was sighted at daylight Wednesday. Land! It means all that and more to the Wisconsin and Michigan pioneers aboard this army transport nearing Alaska. It means new homes, new adventures, a new chance. So you can imagine the feelings stirred up as the first shad- ow passed over the horizon.

Seward, the landing port, is preparing a welcome. The men of the expedition will go on at once to Palmer, in the Matanuska valley, to join the Minnesotans in a drawing for 640-acre farms. The women and children will stay at Seward for several days to rest up. Many are still suffering from seasickness and the chance will be welcomed.

Tuesday night there was a two-hour improvised entertainment aboard. There was trick dancing, songs, group singing, laughs galore. Earlier in the day there was baseball game on deck, but it stiffened when Director Carlson laced the ball into the ocean. Michigan was leading Wisconsin, 8 to 2, when that happened; perhaps the game will have to be resumed on land to settle the arguments on how it would have turned out.

One new case of measles has de- veloped—the daughter of Chris Anderson of Shell Lake is hospitalized. There is a report that all children

Colonists Near Alaskan Goal

Seward Landing Scheduled for Tomorrow

Many Ages, Asick

BY ARVILLE SCHALEBERG

Aboard U.S.A.T. St. Mihel, Alaska

Bowed—(By Radio)—The St. Mihel is due in Seward, Alaska, at 8 a.m. Wednesday and at least 500 of the 511 colonists on board are praying nothing will happen to delay it.

The 500 are seaseick, many seriously so. Entire families are down. Some persons have not left their bunks for 48 hours. A few brave souls crawl around the deck, trying to shake off the effects. The well carry food—usually just crackers and fruit—to the bedridden. A few brave souls, with the countenance, have made brave attempts to shake off the effects by plying the decks, but they usually end up by diving back into the bunks.
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